Case Study:

Customer Connects Aging Infrastructure to the
Cloud to Save Cost and Maximize Performance
The Opportunity
Edge Information Management, Inc., (Edge) a national provider of employment screening services, maintains
and produces data that requires strict data security compliance and high-availability to ensure uptime and
accuracy to its customers. A significant part of Edge’s infrastructure consisted of end-of-life hardware which
was used to run virtual machines and Edge was faced with the possibility of making significant capital
expenses into upgrading and replacing the aging equipment. Additionally, they were concerned with
performance issues they had been experiencing.

The SD Data Center Direct Solution
As Edge and SD Data Center collaborated, they discovered that the
most cost-effective and reliable solution would involve leveraging the
SD Data Center OmniCloudSM offering. SDDC recommended virtualizing
the end-of-life servers and migrating the data to its highly-available
enterprise-grade vCloud infrastructure. Some of Edge’s hardware being
used to support its back-up solution was recently purchased and in
good condition. SDDC recommended that they keep that running
to maintain the business’ unique retention and storage requirements.
Additionally Edge chose to retain and keep in place its own hardware
firewall equipment to further ensure the protection and strict data
protection measures it had implemented for its environment.
Maintaining the hardware would also prevent them from losing their initial capital investment. SD moved
Edge’s hardware into a private colo cabinet, secured and backed-up by redundant power and cooling, while
cross-connecting the physical systems to the new vCloud environment. Creating this hybrid environ-ment
allowed for a seamless transition to a homogenous network.

The Impact
With access to SD Data Center’s enterprise-grade VMware vCloud Director platform, Edge is now able to
manage its own virtual resources, create virtual machines, and customize the environment to their unique
specifications. Additionally, they now have access to reporting metrics which allows them to scale the
environment accordingly, considering performance needs and monitoring cost. Hosting in SD Data Center’s
Cloud provided Edge Information Management a more resilient and better performing solution with improved
uptime and less hardware to maintain, ultimately providing significant cost savings. Edge’s previous
infrastructure required manual fail-over. SD Data Center provides automated fail-over which allows for highavailability and reduces the recovery time. SD Data Center's Cloud environment utilizes high performance
Nimble Storage which meets Edge’s current performance requirements and will easily scale to accommodate
future growth.
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About Edge
Edge Information Management, Inc., (Edge) a national provider of employment screening services, was
incorporated in 1991 by a group of professionals with experience in the fields of business, information
technology and private investigations. Edge furnishes employers with accurate background screening, drug
testing and electronic i-9/E-Verify services at cost-effective rates.

About SD Data Center
SD Data Center is more than a concrete bunker built to protect and provide redundant access to your
critical data. Many of our customers choose SD Data Center for custom-engineered solutions designed to fit
their business requirements and created by our team of solution architects. Our in-house professionals can
help you achieve the highest levels of efficiency and manageability to help you optimize and future-proof
your IT infrastructure.
SD Data Center partners with you to understand your business objectives, and deliver a suite of services
tailored to your current operating environment and to support your future growth objectives. We specialize
in virtualization and high-availability offerings, network design and support, and cloud capabilities proven to
increase productivity and reduce IT costs.
SD Data Center serves customers across a variety of industries including healthcare, education, financial,
military, government, aviation, and technology. From connectivity to redundant infrastructure hosting, to
network engineering and design – including business continuity – our customer-focused approach makes
us the premier data center solutions provider in Central Florida and across the nation.

SD Data Center is more than a data center
Our experts are ready to help plan out your deployment and discuss
strategies for your infrastructure.
Contact us today to receive your complimentary solution recommendation
8635 Holiday Springs Road
Melbourne, FL 32940
+1 321.610.5900
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